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NEW QUESTION: 1
At which points can traffic be marked or remarked on the Alcatel-Lucent 7750? (Choose two)
A. SAP-ingress and SAP-egress
B. Network egress
C. SAP-egress only
D. SAP-ingress only
E. Network ingress
Answer: A,B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two are true about roles? (Choose two.)
A. A role can be granted only multiple system privileges not multiple object privileges.
B. Only one default role can be granted to a user.
C. A role can be password-protected.
D. A role can be created only by a user with the SYSDBAprivilege.
E. A role can be granted to another role.
Answer: C,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have the following code:
You need to retrieve all of the numbers from the items variable that are greater than 80.
Which code should you use?
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B

Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation
Enumerable.Where<TSource> Method (IEnumerable<TSource>, Func<TSource, Boolean>)
Filters a sequence of values based on a predicate.
Example:
List<string> fruits =
new List<string> { "apple", "passionfruit", "banana", "mango",
"orange", "blueberry", "grape", "strawberry" };
IEnumerable<string> query = fruits.Where(fruit => fruit.Length < 6);
foreach (string fruit in query)
{
Console.WriteLine(fruit);
}
/*
This code produces the following output:
apple
mango
grape
*/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which output displays a JSON data representation?
A)
B)
C)
D)
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option D
D. Option B
Answer: B
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